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About This Content

Let your hardened mercs become nearly invisible with the Desert Specialist Kit for Jagged Alliance: Back in Action. Your
enemies will never know what hit them if you equip your team with these special items. The Desert Specialist Kit provides

maximum camouflage for dangerous operations in the desert environments of Arulco.

The Desert Specialist Kit includes:

SCAR-L CQB Desert FN's latest addition to the SCAR family is the "L" or Light version, chambered in 5.56mm
NATO. This version comes in a new camouflage patter for desert operations.

Kevlar helmetThe latest craze in head protection is made of minimum weight/maximum efficiency- kevlar compounds
and comes in a variety of camouflage flavours to fit every combatant's needs. This one has a special desert camouflage
pattern.

Military dress-shirt Long-sleeved shirt, hiding scars and tattoos under well sewed fair-trade cotton. It comes in a
special desert camouflage pattern and is adequate in household and combat situations.

How to collect your Specialist Kit:
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After purchasing and activating your DLC via the Steam client, return to Jagged Alliance: Back in Action. Once you have
captured Drassen airport (thus completing the very first mission of the game) you will get an in-game email with details on the
DLC items. After one in-game day, the items will be delivered to Drassen airport. Look for them in a chest in the hangar next to

the airplane. You can equip any merc with the Specialist Kit.
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I would love to play this game but it keeps telling me that it is either not responding or just freezes.. In some ways this game is
as good as its predecessor, The Rosefinch Curse, both storywise and graphicswise. However, it fails miserably where it counts,
in the puzzles.

Some of the puzzles are incredibly obscure and either only make sense in the developer's mind or requires leaps of faith to solve
them, as the game provides no hints for some puzzles being solvable in more than one way, or how to solve some of them.

Furthermore, the developer has opted to making the game potentially impossible to finish by laying in puzzles that can't be
solved if you wait too long with them, as the game removes access to some crucial hints and ways of solving some puzzles the
further you get towards one particular ending.

Thus you can end up having wasted hours on the game, without even knowing that you've made it impossible for yourself to get
the ending, as the game does not make any effort of telling the player this.

Because of these bad decisions on the developer's part, this game can NOT be recommended for purchase despite its low price,
and it would get 1 out of 5 stars, if possible.. I recommend this game to anyone that has an interest in shooters like this game. It
is very casual, fun, but still requires a bit of skill to play.

there are 4 modes: free for all, team free for all, chase the rabbit, and invasion.
In my opinion invasion mode is the bread and butter of the game. The objective is to fight waves of enemies and survive as long
as you can. As you advance higher in waves, the enemy count and difficulty gets higher as well.

The gameplay in my opinion is pretty solid, i use a xbox1 controller, you fly automatically, there is no acceleration or stop
button. The other button is to shoot. The skill part comes into play here in that your bullets travel slow, so you have to predict
where your enemy might end up at and shoot in that direction. Or here is where the dog fight comes into play and you chase the
enemy and shoot them from behind point blank-ish. Both ways are viable.

Another interesting mechanic is that you can fly off screen and end up on the opposite side, for example: you fly towards the
left of the screen and then you end up on the right side. This brings in some tactical play because as you progress higher into the
levels you will need to utilize this tactic.

There are occassional item drops as you play that grant you weapons and shields. So this gives you some variety in gameplay.

As for cons, the gameplay is a bit slow for my tastes, but is kind of necessary for a game like this. Would like it if there was an
option to increase gameplay speed. Not much in the variety of weapon drops either, I would love to see more.

From a singleplayer standpoint it is a fun game, but can get boring, this is somewhat remedied with AI allies. This game was
really meant for multiplayer because I can see a lot of fun and excitment with friends.

As for pricing, id say it is a bit high if youre playing by yourself, id wait for a future sale. But for multiplayer it is definitely
worth the price.

overall game is very fun. I hope this review helps you decide.. My favourite of all the DLC's so far.
. Same defects as the base game.

You can grow relatively fast in the early stages of the campaign, however after that for some reason your economy becomes as
stagnated as in the base game

A very limited variety of units and a virtual absence of cavalry, not sure if this is actually a defect or somehing historically
accurate.. Somewhat spooky story driven game that acts as a twist to the classic story "Little Red Riding Hood" where you play
as a collection of girls trying to get to grandma's house with one goal: stay on the path and get there safely. If you do so you'll
finish the game in a few minutes yet everything will keep pushing you to stray from the path and go into the forest. The forest is
where the fun stuff happens-- you'll truly feel connected to the characters as well as the story accompanied by an eerie
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soundtrack, great story lines, and visually appealing game play. Creates a great emotional link with the player.

Pros:
-Great storytelling
-Visually appealing
-Great stories
-real characters
-Fitting soundtrack

Cons:
-Gameplay is slow
-onetime play and go

7\/10. I didn't even realise this was a DLC, I natrually assumed it was (and should have been) in the base game
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i burned it down. just like it said.. Unlocked every achievement in 36 minutes 36\/36

Seriously though, as someone who sunk literally hundreds of hours into Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved on the xbox 360 I'm
absolutely loving this game.. I have heard a stupidly ridiculous rumour of people wanting an "undo" button. However, I simply
find that thought astonishing! What person could be MAD enough to wish for such a thing, really. I really think that an "undo"
button would make the game unplayable, imagine fixing your mistake after building a masterpiece WITHOUT deleting it first,
how unthinkable that is.. I used to fry my brain playing this as a kid for hours at a time. I was always hoping this game would get
a reboot but this is fine for now.

PS. Don't take the brown acid.. Like a moron I mistook this for some sort of multi-DLC Collection pack. Goddammit.. I'm
going to start this review off by going as far as to claim that I enjoyed this title even more than I have Key's critically acclaimed
titles (CLANNAD and Planetarian). I'm not claiming this is the best story I've ever read or the greatest VN of all time, but for
me it is up there.

Empty Horizons is a rather short Visual Novel in the sense that you might finish it within a few hours (it took me a little bit over
two to finish the first route, but I am a rather quick reader). I'd say the term kinetic novel is more fitting than visual novel,
honestly, as there are two choices that you get access to after completing the game once. What I have stated may be a bit of a
deterrent to those that want a choice laden or lengthy game, so I counter by saying that the game has a story that I found to be
masterfully crafted and despite reading everything in nearly four hours - I skipped repeat text \u2013 I've spent far longer with
the story because my brain keeps cycling through it three days later; the story has had a lasting effect on me and is one that I will
likely remember for the rest of my (hopefully) long life.

In addition to the story, the VN comes with the following extras: a CG Gallery, Bonus Art, a Music Box, and Notes from the
author (notes that I found really insightful and enjoyable). On the subject of what the game contains, it does not contain voice
acting, but I regard that as a plus because it would have cut over the game's excellent soundtrack. I wasn't a fan of the artwork in
the beginning, but it quickly grew on me, so if you aren't wild about the look, maybe it'll grow on you over time?

I want to leave a longer review, but I am unsure how to do so without spoiling anything and the author's description of the game
says all that can really be said on it without spoiling. As an individual that loves to read nearly everything I can get my hands on,
I cannot recommend Empty Horizons enough.

If you are still unsure then maybe wait until the Ebi-Hime Bundle or Empty Horizons goes on sale and pick this game up either
alone or with some of Ebi-Hime's other Visual Novels.. These are some fun additions that really help to spice up gameplay. It's
not a huge thing, but it is quite a good excuse to sink plenty more hours into an already great game.

The new aliens do require some actual forethought when approaching, particularly things like hivecrawlers which can really
make you rethink taking a hive.

The new abilities are great fun too and I've had a lot of new personal strategies emerge from that.

EDIT\/Note: I do recommend that you experience the vanilla game first, so disable the DLC in Steam and play the game a bit
first. The new alien types may be pretty overwhelming at first, as well as all the new abilities to juggle.. some of the screenshots
look like they are beautifuly drawn but most of the background szenes are simle photographs - ugh! The best story cannot make
up for this!. First fight with random bandits they all had guns. They immediately shot my horse and then me before I could even
get remotely close.

I'll wait for Mount and Blade 2.. u change floors
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